The Berkeley Girl
In Paris, 1968
By Elise Frances Miller
Shy Janet McGill goes off to Berkeley in 1967 with her
good grade point average and a boyfriend on campus.
She doesn’t consider world events. Then comes total
awareness of the Vietnam War. She watches in horror
as her family celebrates her brother’s new military
status. Her boyfriend Aaron Becker is draft deferred—
as long as he stays in school—but his future has been
dimmed. A feeling of doom permeates the college
campus. On the verge of heartbreak, Janet joins some
anti-war protests. When her parents see a photo of her
in their hometown paper, Janet’s mother decides that
the spring of 1968 would be a ﬁne time to send Janet
to Paris. Anything to get her away from those Berkeley
radicals! Little did the family know that Janet would
run headlong into the 1968 May Revolution and
disappear.
The Berkeley Girl: In Paris, 1968 brings to life the
historical “Events of May,” in which over ten million
French citizens were involved in the only studentworker-bourgeois alliance and “revolution” that a
Western, capitalist democracy had ever experienced.
Far from the distant and haunting City of Light, Aaron
follows Janet’s journey through an intense and
embattled correspondence. He witnesses her
wrenching, transformative exploration of love,
responsibility, and sacriﬁce, and then loses contact as
her “safe” year abroad turns into a dangerous coming
of age.
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With her art history degrees from UC Berkeley and UCLA,
Miller began writing as an art critic and reviewer for
several well-known publications including the Los Angeles
Times, Art News, The Reader and San Diego Magazine, for
which she wrote a monthly column. Her short stories have
been published by The Sand Hill Review, Fault Zone:
Stepping Up to the Edge; Fault Zone: Diverge; and The
Times, They Were A-Changing: Women Remember the ’60s
and ’70s. Always interested in the decade of the 1960s,
Miller has written two books about the times, The Berkeley
Girl: In Paris, 1968 and her follow-up novella, The
Berkeley Girl: Rendezvous in London.
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